plex results have been also obtained using gel filtration and native gel shift assay (data not shown). These results and 1E). AP-Nogo-66 appears to coprecipitate with both functional site (Figure 3B) . and 3C), suggesting that this is a structural feature speSurface Binding Patch, or "Hotspot," Analysis cific to NgR(1) and its direct orthologs. Since the cell The dissection of molecular complexes in the Protein surface interaction between NgR and its accessory p75 Data Bank has revealed that surfaces involved in prosignaling receptor posits at least a specific contact betein-protein associations share common characteristics, notably topographic, electrostatic, and hydrophotween p75 and the C-terminal end of the LRR array of ligand recognition, then binding may have a significantly residues. In this manner, LRR ligands tend to make a few, noncontiguous principal contacts with the curved rigid character. LRR arrays exhibit a great degree of structural rigidity that translates into relatively minor LRR ␤ sheet that do not greatly strain the greater LRR array upon binding. The broad region of exposed arochanges between bound and unbound forms, as is clearly observed in the cases of glycoprotein Ib␣ and matic residues within the NgR concave belly, then, would certainly expand its ability to form a variety of internalin complexes (Huizinga et al., 2002; Schubert et al., 2002) . The lack of flexibility would at first appear unique contacts with different ligands. In summary, although the NgR LRR reveals favorable to limit crossreactivity. However, rigidity can also favor crossreactivity through the reduction in the entropic structural properties for crossreactivity, the degree of its reported ability to interact with high affinity with such penalty for ordering flexible segments upon binding, as seen, for example, in the shared signaling receptor structurally unrelated ligands is nonetheless highly unusual. For example, some of the best-characterized gp130 (Chow et al., 2001 ). The binding paradigm first defined for LRR arrays was observed in the ribonuclease crossreactive receptors, such as T cell and shared cytokine signaling receptors, still recognize structural scafinhibitor:ribonuclease complex and showed that interaction between the uniformly curved LRR scaffold and folds that are highly related between the different ligands, unlike the three proposed ligands for NgR. its more irregularly shaped ligand could be reduced to a series of specific contacts between jutting ligand corHence, a vital next step in the investigation of this important receptor system is to probe the molecular basis ners and separate, discrete clusters of LRR ␤ strand
